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GILLETTE SOUTH
COAL BED METHANE PROJECT
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Dear Reader:
This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) on the proposed Gillette South Coal Bed Methane
Project is submitted for your review and comment. As a supplement to the draft EIS published in
March 1997, this volume contai ns so me additional information and an "Errata" section. An expanded
Consultation and Coordination section (Chapter 5) to include the comment letters received on the
draft EIS and responses to those comments is also included in this document.
Because this is an abbreviated final. this document and the draft EIS comprise the entire document
for fihng purposes and for the decision making process. Please refer to this document for a more
detailed analysis and description of the proposed action and alternatives.
Written comments will be considered in the decision if they are received within 30 days of the
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Federal Register publication of the Notice of Avaitability of
the FEIS. Cop;.,s of the FEIS may be obtained upon request from the Bureau of Land Management,
Casper District Ottice. 1701 East "E" Street, Casper, WY 82601 . (307) 261 -7600; Bureau of land
Management. Buffalo Resource Area. 1425 Fort Street, Buffalo. WY 82834. (307) 684-1 100; or
Bureau of land Management. Wyoming State Office . 5353 Yellowstone Rd .• Cheyenne. WY 82009.

(307) n5-6256.
This FEIS i. not the decision document. The decision on the proposed gas development and
associated " ijhts-of-way will be based on the analysis in the draft and final EISs, public concerns and
comments . and other multiple-use resource objectives or programs that appfy to the project. A
Record of Decision (ROD) detailing the decision of the BlM and its rationale for the decision will be
prepared and distributed following the end of the 3O-day review period. Presently the ROD is
anticipated to be available for release in October lGG7.

Prsptlred by'

Comments on the content of this FEIS should be sent to:
Richard Zander. Assistant Area Manager
Bureau of land Management
Buffalo Resource Area
t 425 Fort Street
Buffalo. WY 82834
The BlM appreciates the individuals. organizations, Feeleral. State. and local governments who
participated in the environmental analysiS process. You r involvement has enhanced the integrity of
the EIS and the public land manager's ability to make an informed decision.

United States Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Buffalo Resource Area
Casper District
Casper, Wyoming
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Attachment

CHAPTER 1
PURPOSE OF, AND NEED FOR, THE PROPOSED ACTION
INTRODUCTION
This document has been prepared as an abbreviated
final environmental impact statement (EIS). It must
been used in concert with the draft EIS to understand the
analysis wh ich includes the responses to comment
letters. It is organized by chapters , the same as the draft
EIS, but only changes (errata) or new informa tion or
analysis is included. Most of these were generated in
response to public comments. The largest section of the
document is chapte r 5, Consultation and Coordination.
It includes an update on what coordination has taken
place since the draft EIS was issued, responses to
comments. and all commentlehers. All comments were
taken into considerabon in the preparation of this document: however. those containing only opinions or preferences did not receive a formal response.

PURPOSE AND NEED
The operators propose to develop the coal bed methane (CBM ) within the assessment area by increasing the
total number of wells and ancillary facilities where economically feasible. This proposal would enhance recovery of the methane from the assessment area, thus
allowing all operators to provide more gas to companies
distributing and supplying methane to consu mers by
making gas supplies available.

The development of federa l oil and gas leases is an
integral part of the Bureau of land Management's (BlM)
oil and gas leasing progra'Tl under authority of the
Mineral leasing Act of 1920. as amended, the Federal
land Policy and Managemen t Act of 1976 (FlPMA), as
amended, and the Federal Onshore Oil and Gas l easing Reform Act of 1987. The BlM's Buffalo Resource
Area resource management plan (RM P) (USDI. BlM
1985) reviewed all public lands in the project area and
determined them to be suitable for oil and gas leasing
and development. subject to certain stipulations.
The purpose of, and need for, the proposed coal bed
methane development is to exercise the leaseholders'
rights within the project area to drill for , extract. remove,
and market coal bed methane. Also included is the right
of the area leaseholders to build and maintain necessary
improvements. subject to renewal or extension of the
lease or leases in accordance with the appropriate
authority.

ERRATA
On page 4, under " Authorizing Actions,· first paragraph, line 4 should read, " ... state , and federal laws.
Before a well can be drilled on federal minerals .. .. ."

ALTERNATlVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

CHAPTER 2
ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
This chapter has been reprinted in its entirety and
includes minor changes in response to comments.

The analYSis area is approximately 685 square miles
(438.284 acres): average well density if the entire area
were developed would be 0.6 10 0 ,8 wells per square
mile. Because the wells tend to occur in groups or pods
depending on the structure of the coal seam, and are
usually drilled on a 40-acre spacing. large portions of the
project area would never see any activity. Developed
areas may see up to 16 wells per square mile because
of the 4(}.acre spacing. Drilling would be by small truckmounted water well rigs . The drilling and completion of
a well would require no more than seven people at a
time. Eightto ten of these rigs may be running at anyone
time including logging and cementing rigs. Drilling
operations disturb approximately a 100- by loo-foot
area for a drill pad. A temporary mud pit of no more than
8 feet deep. 10 feet wide. and 20 feet long is normally
required for each drilling and completion operation. If
wells are air drilled. no mud pit would be constructed.
Each producing well wou ld be drilled to between a 350and 1,2oo-foot depth and would have casing cemented
to the top of the coal seam. Access to the wells would
normally be by two- track road . Some roads could be
upgraded at a later date if erosional problems occur.

INTRODUCTION
A total of six alternatives are considered in this EIS .
The first. the Proposed Action , considered that a total of
400 wells (21 0 private or state and 190 federal) would be
approved and drilled over approximately a three- to fiveyear period. The other five alternatives are: 1) to restrict
the rate at which federal wells are approved : 2) to reduce
the number of federal wells approved: 3) to change the
method of disposal of water on the land surface: 4) to
consider underground injection of the produced water;
and. 5) to reject all applications for federal wells (No
Action) .

THE PROPOSED ACTION
The Proposed Action consists of drilling. completing.
and operating approximately 400 CBM wells in the
eastern Powder River Basin of central Campbell County.
Wyoming. Of these wells. a maximum of 190 would be

The BlM has a general policy that requires access
roads to oil and gas wells on federal lands to be crowned.
ditched. and in most cases graveled or otherwise surfaced. For methane development. an exception may be
made to this policy in conside ration of the following
factors: (1) The wells would be drilled using a water well
rig . (2) After wells are completed and equipment is
installed. travel to the wells would be generally limited to
one v is ~ per day in a light truck or utility vehicle to ctwlck
on operations. rgad meters. and provide light service.
(3) Such trips wou ld be rescheduled or postponed
during infrequent periods of wet weather when vehicular
traffic could cause rutting . For some projects. wells
would be tied into a central processing location adjacent
to an all-weather road. thus eliminating daily trips to
individual wells. (4) Troublesome areas. such as drainage crOSSings. would be upgraded as the need arises.
Because the terrain in this area is flat. very litt1e earthwork
would be req uired in access road construction . Most of
the access roads are on privately owned lands. and the
owners have expressed a desire to have surface disturbance. including road construction . minimized. Based
on the foregoing . the Proposed Action does not include
crowned. ditched. and surfaced roads such as BlM
req uires in conventional oil and gas operations unk!ss
required to prevent erosional problems when identified.
The conditions of approval developed during the APD

located on lands where the oil and gas minerals are
owned by the federal government (41 % of the project
area). These wells would be drilled by several companies over a three- to five-year period. Development
would depend on the ability to compress and market the
methane. Each well's application for permit to drill (APD)

would be reviewed and approved on a case-by-case
bas.s. This would allow conditions of approval to be
developed fo< the CBM wells on the basis of monitoring.
In addillon to the new 400 proposed wells. the Pro·
posed Action also analyzes the Increased rate of development. the increased rate of production. the increased

surface water discharge , and the increased area of
disturtlance from the lighthouse (200 wells) and Marquiss
(40 wells) environmental assessments (EAs).
The CBM wells would be located from 1 mile south of
Gillene to 12 miles south of Wright. Wyoming. As stated
under the "location of the Proposed Action" in chapter
1 of the draft EIS. the project boundary is delineated by
IndUStry Interest; there IS no legal requirement for compan ..s to confine dnlling to this area other than the ir
federal 0.1 and gas leases. Even without BlM approval.
the maJOrity of private- and sta te-owned gas would be
developed. bul under the Proposed Action the project
would .nclude production from private. state. and federa l
001 and gas properties.
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approval process will guide what types of mitigation
measures are required lor access road development.

economic recovery of methane with fewer wells and
reduced water production.

The project would occur through time as companies
develop their various proposals. The drilling activity
would correspond to an estimated three- to five-year
limeframe. A ce rtai n number of we lls wou ld be drilled
and hooked up to pipelines each year with m limited
portions of the project area. Company projections
indicaIe that between 50 and 100 wells could be drilled
in any given year. of which about one-half are likely to be
federal wells . We estimate that no more than 190 wells
would drilled be on federal minerals with a similar
number being drilled on private and state minerals.
Lower numbers of wells being drilled could result from
va rious economic fa ctors that would cause companies
to limit activity resulting in as few as 200 total wells or 100
federal wells. The estimated productive life of the project
is 10 to 20 years. A study co nducted by the BlM
indicates an estimated average well life of 12 years
(USDI. BlM 1996) .

Th e CBM well bores would be uncased in the coal.
The wells would be cased and ceme nted from the land
surface to the top of the coal seam to prevent hydraulic
communication (connection) th rough the well bore between the coal seam and the overlying Wasatch Formation. An unknown percentage of the proposed wells
would require the installation of submersible pumps
which would be used to produce water as necessary to
lower the pressure in the coal seam. thus permining
melhane to displace Ihe wate r in the fractures (or cleats)
in the coal seam and become available for recovery in
the well. Other CBM wells would encounter free gas
under pressure allowing the gas to be produ ced by
flowing to the surface in tubing installed in the well bore.
Wells encountering free gas would not re'luire pump
installation . Production of water is variable with initial
production averaging 15 to 25 gallons per minute (gpm)
and declining to 5 to 20 gpm depending on the well
location within th e coal seam. Production is expec ted to
average no more than 20 gpm per well.

The Proposed Action would consist of four basic
componenls: a) the CBM wells. b) the gas galhering and
delivery system. c) the water disposal system. and, d)
the hydrologic monitoring system. Th ese components
are described below.

Development progression would depend on where
co mpany interest lies and the possibility of lease expiration s. Typical well distributior would be a grouping or
"pod- of approximately 25 to 50 wells. Within each "pod"
two basic development scenarios have evoNed. One
scenario ties two to ten or more wells to a ce ntral
gathering facility where the produced gas and water are
separated. From this faci lity the gas would be trans·
ferred by buried pipeline to a central processing plant
and thence to the pipeline. The second scenario has a
water/gas separator at each well location . The gas .s
transferred by buried pipeline to a central processing
plant. The first scenario would minimize the size of
surface facilities used at the wellhead and lessen the
visual intrusion on the landscape.

CBM Wells
CBM would be produced by drilling wells al selected
locations in the Wyodak coal seam. Th is is the same
seam that isbeing mined by 11 active surlacecoal mines
in or adjace nt to the assessment area (map 4). These
coal mines are located along the outcrop of th e coal
seam where the relatively thin overburden is conducive
10 surface mining.
It would be necessary 10 pump water until the associated pressure decline in the coal bed is sufficient for
methane to begin to flow into the well bore. In some
wells. free methane would occur and water would not
need to be pumped initially. Methane would be produced untit reserves decline to subeconomic levels of
methane production. Production from each CBM well is
estimated to range from 50 to 500 thousand cubic feet
(mcf) per day when the wells aChieve optimal produc·
tion .

It is estimated that seven processing facilities would
need to be constructed to handle the estimated production an d sales. Incoming gas would be metered and then
would flow into the gas line toward the compressor.
Incoming water not removed at the production point
would be separated from the gas and would be directed
toward a permitted discharge point.

Each CBM well . upon completion and evaluation.
would be tested for use as a methane production well. If
found suitable. each well may be equipped with the
following:

The CBM wells would be located on anticlinal (domeshaped) structures of the coal where free methane may
exist in traps or where minimal pressure reductions are
required to begin methane production. These structures
in the coal are targetCBM productio n sites because their
shape provides natural traps for gas in the coa l seam.
and the structures are often associated with enhanced
fractu re permeability in the coal seam. This allows

• a submersible pump (about one to five horsepower)
to depressure the coal seam by evacuating su fficient wate r to initiate gas flow :
• a water-gas separator: and.
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R70W

To the extent possible, the water discharge linp.s from
each well would be placed into the same trench as the

• piping and fiHings necessary to connect the well·
head with discharge lines to convey water to discharge facilities and gas to a compressor station.

Gil l e tte

gas gathering lines to minimize construction costs and
surface disturbance. The water discharge lines. like the
low-pressure gas lines, would be two- to four-inch diameter poly pipe depending on how many wells can be
networked into the same line. The discharge lines would
be networked such that several wells are linked together
to one common discharge point. As has been done at
the Marquiss, lighthouse, and Rawhide Butte projects,
discharge points would be selected after consultation
with the landowners to find locations which would provide maximum benefits and with the BlM and Wyoming
Department of Environmental Quality (WD EQ) to avoid

Ii a well is not found suitable for production. it would
be plugged and abandoned according to BlM and

Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
T49N

(WOGCC) standards.

Power lines and water and gas lines used to connect

T48N

T47N

production wells w~h facilities would be buried in trenches
wherever possible. The gas and water lines would be
laid in a trench approximi.. ely six feet deep. Electric
lines may be laid in the same trench at a two-foot depth.
Power to each well would be provided by Powder River
Energy Corporation.

sites which would result in adverse impacts.
The receiving drainages would be tributaries to the
Belle Fourche and Cheyenne rivers. The discharged
water would most likely be distributed to approximatety
80 points (or five wells per discharge point). Assuming
an average maximum of 20 gpm per well , the discharge
at any point should not exceed 100 gpm.

Gas Gathering and Delivery System
Th e gas gathering and delivery system would consist
of black polyethylene pipe one and one-half to eight

~

r"6N

I

inches in diameter ex tending from each well to a compressor station which would compress the gas for delivery to a high-pressure gas transmission line. The gas

Hydrologic Monitoring System

line Irom th e CBM wells to the compressor station would

be installed using a ditch-witch or similar vehicle.

(

T45N

\

' .... N

An integral part of the Proposed Action is a hydrologic
monitoring system required to detect impacts to other

The pipeline would be assembled outside of the
trench . After the pipeline is assembled and laid in the
Irench. th e dirt would be bladed back into the trench and
mounded to allow for settlement. The total width of
disturbance along the trench would be less than 10 feet.

water users and to provide data for control and operation
of the methane production project. The monitoring
program would include groundwater and surface water

monitoring. and the monitoring required under the terms
of the National Pollution Discharge Elimination Syste m
(NPDES) discharge permit issued by the state of Wyo-

The proposed project would require construction of

gas compressor facilities if suHicie )t compression capa-

T4 3N

T42N

ming. The monitoring program was designed to provide
early warning if nearby water wells are susceptible to

bility is not available. These facilities would be constructed and operated by Western Gas Resources ,
Incorporaled or KN Energy, Incorporated. Assuming
that one co mpressor plant would be required for each
pod of 50 to 60 wells. up to seven compressor facilities
would be required for the projected 400 wells. Each of
the compressor plants would be rated at between 800
and 1,400 horsepower and would be tied into largediameter pipelines Ihat already exist in the project area.
These compressor stations would each occupy approximately one and one-half acres.

unacceptable loss in hydraulic head as a result of CBM

development activities.
Whether production of methane occurs by encou ntering free gas trapped in the coal seam or by pumping

water to reduce pressure and induce gas flow. it is
possible that nearby water wells completed in the coal
could experience a decline in head (for example, an
increase in the depth to water in the well bore). If the
decline in head is a significant part of the total available
head at a particular water well , then that water well could

experience a reduction in yield.

Water Disposal System

t

MAP 4
ADJACENT COAL MINES

Monitoring has been occurring on the l ighthouse and
Marquiss projects to validate predicted impacts and to
identify the need to mitigate impacts . This monitoring
would be continued and expanded to cover the Gillette
South assessment area and would be in line with the
Water Well Agreement worked out by the landowners
and the operators (see the appendix in the draft EIS).

The water which must be pumped from the CBM wells
to initiate gas lIow would be disposed of by discharging
it to area drainages after it passes through the water/gas
separators (map 6). This disposal method has been
used at the Rawhide Bune CBM project northwest of
Gillette. the Marquiss project, and in the developed
portions of the Lighthouse project.
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R701l'

Specifi c Monitoring Activities

Gillette

Gro u ndwat~r. Th e following monitoring would be re-

QUired of the various operators. The data would be

Drainage

T49N

T48N

T47N
Be ll e Fourche
Drainage
T48N

T45N

T44N

submitted to the BlM as well as the appropriate state
agency (Wyoming State Engineer's OHice-WSEO.
WDEO. etc.).
Baseline static water levels. productive capacity , and
methane gas concentration: all properly permitted
water wells within the circle of influence (COl) as
defined by thp \/II': :eo l Well Agreement located in the
aD~e"UlX of the draft EIS.

The followin!;l is the monitoring to be done as a result
of the Marquiss. Lighthouse. and Gillette South CBM
projects by the BlM to provide independent verification
of hydrologic activities. Depending on federal budget
availability. it may become necessary for the CBM
operators to pay for some or all of this monitoring

through cost rei mbursement. This has not been necessary throughout the initial Marquiss and Lighthouse
projects.
Continuous monitoring of groundwater levels and gas
pressure of selected wells completed in the coal and
periodic (one to two months) measurement of meth ane concen tration at these we ll s. In addition. several
of these monitoring sites would include additional
well(s) completed in the next shallower sand(s) abcve
the coal near the coa l well (less than 300 feet) . Some
of the well sets include a coal completion well and a
well completed in the next sand below the coa l.

Quarterly monitoring of selected wells within and
around the project area . The CBM operator would be
reqUired to submit a monitoring plan to the BlM .
Periodic monitoring of static water levels in C8M
production wells as required by the WSEO. It is
expected that the WSEO would require th e operator
to submit monthly reports containing the following
information in addition to static water level measurements for each CBM well: (a) well name . permit
numher. and location : (b) reporting dates. name of
indiVidual responsible for report. and method of measurement (c) total volumes of water and gas produced during the reporting period and cumulatively
Since reporting began: (d) bottom of hole pressure
build-up during a minimum a-hour shut-in period once
every 45 days: and. (e) remarks or comments regardIng data acquisition . These reporting requirements
were establ ished by the WSEO for coa l bed methane
ProfectS.

Existing monitor wells are shown in table 1: wells

proposed for installation in t 997 and beyond as part
of the Lighthouse project are shown in table 2. The
additional wells planned as part of the Gillette South
project are shown in table 3. The proposed locations
are approximate. and siting would depend on field
conditions and development.
If adequate existing wells are available they may be
substituted for some of the wells above (or possibly
added to the network). Additional wells would be required with the additional development proposed in this
EIS . It is anticipated that the ratio of monitoring wells
required to the number of wells drilled would remain the
same as for the curre ntly permitted activity (one monitor
well per to to 15 CBM wells or approximately one well
set per township). Monitoring well schedule and final
location would ultimately be a function of the final development scenario and development schedule.

Cumula tive monitoring of water production at each
CBM production well.

"'7
u'."--__

Cheyenne
Draina,e

T42N

Dra inage Boundaries
Stock Ponds
Drama&e data from
HydrologiC Umt Wa p
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TABLE 1

TABLE 2

EXISTING MONITORING WELLS

PLANNED LIGHTHOUSE DEDICATED MONITORING WELLS

ZONE
OF
COMPLEnoN

STATE OF
WYOMING

WELL LOCATION

TARGET ZONE
OF COMPLETION

COMMENTS

SWI4NWI4, Sec. 36
T. 46 N., R. 72 W.

WyodakiAnderson Coal

Coal well 01 pair. This well will be drilled to
replace the production well currenUy used
lor mon~oring.

SWI4 NW I4, Sec. 36
T. 46 N., R. 72 W.

Sand zone above coal

Sand well 01 pair. Well would be completed
in the sand zone closest to the top 01 the
coal.

SE I4 SE I4, Sec. 31
T. 46 N., R. 72 W.

WyodakiAnderson Coal

Coal well of pair.

SEI4SEI4, Sec. 31
T. 45 N., R. 72 W.

Sand zone above coal

Sand well of pair. Well would be completed
in the sand zone closest to the top of the
coal.

,-,

~~:~

T. 48 N., R. 72 W.
SWSE, section 22

510

coal
430 - 510

completed 2-6-93
(U.W. 9(658)

Coal well 01 a pair 01 wells completed lor the Marquiss project.

T. 48 N., R. 72 W.
SWSW, section 22

410

sand
340 - 410

completed 2-6-93
(lI.W. 9(659)

Sand well 01 well pair.

T. 47 N., R. 72 W.
SWNW, section 2

407

coal
327 - 407

completed 4-1-93
(U.w. 90656)

Coal well 01 a pair 01 wells completed lor the Marquiss project.

T. 47 N., R. 72 W.
SWNW, section 2

310

sand
260 - 310

completed 4-1-93
(U.w. 9(657)

Sand well 01 well pair.

T. 47 N., R. 72 W.
SWNW, section 36

500

coal

NONE

EXisting (Amoco well).

NWI4SWI4 , Sec. 23
T. 45 N.. R. 72 W.

WyodaklAnderson Coal

Coal well of pair.

T. 47 N., R. 71 W.
SWSW, section 19

392

coal
337-387

existing
(P82851W)

Existing (Cordero well) .

NWI4SEI4 , Sec. 23
T. 45 N .. R. 72 W.

Sand zone above coal

Sand well of pair. Well would be completed
in the sand zone closest to the top of the
coal.

T. 46 N., R. 72 W.
section 16

800
(approx.)

coal

existing

Use this existing American well
lor mon~oring or until needed lor
production.

SWI4SWI4, Sec. 30
T. 44 N .. R. 71 W.

WyodakiAnderson Coal

Coal well of triple.

359

coal
313-353

existing
(P82852W)

Existing (Cordero well).

SWI4SWI4, Sec. 30
T. 44 N., R. 71 W.

Sand zone above coal

T. 46 N., R. 72 W.
NESW, section 6

Sand well of lriple. Well would be completed in the sand zone closest to the top of
the coal.

T. 46 N., R. 72 W.
SWSW, section 25

525

coal
420-525

completed 11-96

Coal well 01 pair.

SWI4SWI4, Sec. 30 14
T. 44 N., R. 71 W.

Sand zone below coal

Sand well of triple. Well would be completed in the sand zone closest to the bottom of the coal.

T. 46 N., R. 72 W.
SWSW, section 25

175

sand
140-170

completed 11-96

Sand well 01 pair.

WyodakiAnderson Coal

T. 45 N., R. 75 W.
NESW, section 31

1648

existing
(P88746W)

Shogrin Federal 112 acquired
lrom Exxon 11-96.

Sec. 7, T. 44 N., R. 72 W.
OR:
Sec. 14, T. 44 N.. R. 73 W.

Coal well of pair. This well pair would be
developed at a later dete as development
moves in a westward direction.

Sec. 7, T. 44 N., R. 72 W.
OR:
Sec. 14, T. 44 N.. R. 73 W.

Sand zone above coal

Sand well of pair. This well pair would be
developed at a later dete 8S development
moves in a westward direction.

WEU
In,.,ATltuI

....0-,

coal
1459-1559
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TABLE 3

Periodic (one to two times per year) monitoring of
additional water wells that operators are not monitoring further from the project area.

TARGET ZONE

WELL l OCATlON

COINENTS

OF COIIPLET1ON

Sec. 36, T. 49 N., A. 73 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Sec. 2, T. 47 N., A. 72 W.

Wasatch Sand

Complete at existing well pair

Sec. 7, T . 47 N., A. 73 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Sec. 16, T. 47 N., A.73 W .

Wyodek I Anderson Coal

C08Vsand well set'.

Sec. II, T. 46 N., A. 74 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Water quality samples would be taken from the
monitoring wells on a semi-annual basis and analyzed for the following constituents.
s~e .

Parameter

Unit

pH
Electrical conductivity
Bicarbonate
Chloride
Sullate
Carbonate
Fluoride
Calcium
Potassium
Magnesium
Sodium
Aluminum

Std Units
umhos/cm
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/t
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/t
~g/I

Sec. 16, T . 45 N., R. 74 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Sec. 21, T. 45 N., R.73 W. or
Sec. 6, T . 44 N., A. 73 W.

Wyodek I Anderson Coal

C08Vsand well sat'.

Sec. 36, T . 45 N., A. 72 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

C08Vsand well set' .

Sec. 36, T . 45 N., A. 71 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Sec. 36, T. 43 N., R. 74 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

Arsenic

Sec. 16, T. 43 N. , R. 72 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well sel'.

Barium
Boron

Sec. 21 , T . 43 N., R. 71 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

coaVsand well set' .

Sec. 36, T. 42 N., A. 74 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set' .

Sec. 32, T. 42 N., A. 73 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set' .

Sec. 29, T. 4 1 N., R.72 W.

Wyodak I Anderson Coal

CoaVsand well set'.

-Wefl

Additional surface water stations may be required on
Black Thunder Creek. Coal Creek. little Thunder
Creek. andlor Porcupine Creek andlor their tributaries. This woutd depend on the location of discharge
points, availability 01 existing data. and magnitude of
projected impact. The cost of this monitoring would
have to be shared by the BLM and the CBM operators. W~h the projected BLM budgets. it is anticipated
that the operators would have to shoulder the bulk of
this cost.

Periodic spot checking of measurements made by
operators on their monitoring wells.

PLANNED GILLETIE SOUTH DEDICATED MONITORING WELLS

ser inctudes one coal completion plus one or more sand wells.

Cadmium

Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Mercury
Selenium
Silica
SHver
Zinc

The followi ng is the monitoring that would be done by
the BLM:
Operation of a surface water gauging station on the
Belle Fourche River below the area to be affected by
surface discharge of produced water frorT' the assessment area and above the areas influenced by the
coal mines. In addition. a station is currently being
operated on Caballo Creek by the Cordero Mine.
At the Belle Fourche station. stream flow . water
temperature. and electrical conductivity of the water
would be continuously recorded . In addition. periodic
manuatly collected samples would be analyzed for
the constituents listed previously with the addition of
total suspended sedim~nts (TSS).

~g/t

Periodic check sampting of water quality would be
done at the assessment area discharge points and
analyzed as above.
Channels receiv ing the produced water would be
monitored for signs of accelerated erosion and degradation .
Cost Share on Wells to be MonHo,ed by BlM. Where
suitable wells do not exist for monitoring. operators
would be required to obtain access. perm~ . drill. and
properly complete wells (including casing. screen where
appropriate. sand pack where appropriate. logging. and
cementing) where necessary. in relation to their projects.
The BLM would provide and install all instrumentation
and necessary support facilities (shelter and fence).

At teast one multi-welt aquifer test would be run to
va lidate the assumptions of aquifer anisotropy and
aquifer characteristics presented in this EIS. This
test. or aquifer characterization study . would be completed in 1997.

Implementation of Monitoring. As individual operators propose projects. monitOring needs would be assessed to ensure sufficient data is gathered through
monitoring SO drawdown impacts can be tracked. Table
3 identifies currently planned monitoring wells for the
Gillette South project. As drilling proceeds additiona t
monitoring wells would be identilied and added to the
monitoring network.

, Additional Monitoring Welts
BLM would convert additional stratigraphic test holes
to monitoring wells as stratigraphic testing moves into
areas wh ich currently lack monitoring wells. Costs
and scheduling would be negotiated on a welt -by-welt
basis.

The well locations and scheduling in tabtes 2 and 3
are approximate. If adequate exis ting wells are available they may be substituted for s" me of the wells above
(or possibly added to the nelworf The monitOring well
schedule and final location woulc ultimately be a func-

Surface Water. The following is lhe monitoring that
would be requ ired of the operators:
Monitoring of volu me and quality of produced water
being discharged to the surface as required by the
WOEO under the NPOES.
11
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
ticn of the final development scenario and development
schedule.

Change the Method of Surface Water
Disposal

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT
NOT ANALYZED IN DETAIL

Drilling and production would be the same as that
described under the Proposed Action. but surface water
disposal methods would be modified. This alternative
was not an alyzed in detail because current water dis~
charges in three existing projects (which have been
producing coal bed methane for up to seven years) have
not caused any major problems. Also. discharges are
regulated by the state of Wyoming under NPDES . and
the produced water from this project would meet those
standards.

Restrict Timing on Approval of Federal
Wells
This a~ernative considered slowing the rate of approval for 190 federal wells. II was not analyzed in delail
because there is enough He.ibility in implementing the
Proposed Action to regulate the timing of approval for
the 190 federal wells. The decision to approve each well
is based on the Site-specific analysiS completed for each
APD. The rate at which federal wells are approved could
be slowed down. but the mix of mineral ownership in the
assessment area would il;ad to proportionally more
wells being drilled on private and state leases to make up
for the reduced number of feeleral wells approved. Th is
could lead to drainage of feeleral gas. Impacts of this
a~ernative would be less than the Proposed Action ij
total fewer wells are actually drilled over time. If more
private and state wells are drilled to com pensate for the
slOwer rate at which federal wells are approved. impacts
would be the same as the Proposed Action. For this
reason . this a~ernative has not been analyzed in detail.

Inject Produced Water Underground

Secretary of the Interior has the authority and

responsibility to protect the environment within
federal oil and gas leases. restrictions are imposed
on the lease terms.

Leases within the assessment area contain various
stipulations concerning surface disturbance. surface
occupancy. and limited surface use. In addition . the
lease stipulations provide that the Department of the
Interior may impose "such reasonable conditions. not
inconsistent with the purposes for which the lease is
issued. as the BLM may require to protect the surface of
these leased lands and environment: None of the
stipulations would empower the Secretary of the Interior
to deny all drilling activity because of environmental

Provisions in leases that expressty provide Secretarial authority to deny or restrict APD development in
whole or in part would depend on an opinion provided by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) regarding
impacts to endangered or threatened species or habitats 01 plants or animals that are listed or proposed for
listing (for example. bald eagle). if the.FWS concludes
that the Proposed Action and alternatIVes would hkely
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered
or threatened plant or animal species. then the APD(s)
and related development may be denied in whole or in
part on the federal leases. Development could stili
proceed on the private and state leases.

concerns.

Drilling and production would be the same as that
described under the Proposed Action. but produced
water would be injected underground. Produced water
from existing projects has been of relatively good quality. Total dissolved solid (TDS) levels have been from
500 to 1.000 milligrams per liter (mgll). well within
Wyoming standards for livestock water. The produced
water can only be disposed of in aquifers exempt from
the definition of fresh and potable water (WOGCC
1989). Injection of this water into an exempt formation
would make water now suitable for irrigation and livestock unusaule for any future use and would only mitigate potentia; surface water impacts and none of the
potential groundwater impacts. Reinjection into the coal
seam might be feasible but would also defeat the purpose of removing water from the coal seam to produce
methane. Also. reinjection would require a system of
wells and pipelines that would increase the total surface
disturbance. Finally. because the produced water is
suitable for livestock and wildlife and possibly irrigation.
ij should be put to beneficial uses rather than Injected
into an aquijer of lesser quality.

Reduce the Number of Federal Wells
Approved
ThIS alternative considered the drilling of fewer than
190 federal wells in a sequential manner . It was nol
analyzed in detail because there is enough flexibility in
the Implementation of the Proposed Action to aporove
fewer than 190 feeleral wells. Additionally. the mix of
mineral ownership in the assessment area (41 % federa l
minerals) would lead to proportionally more wells being
drilled on private and state leases to make up for the
reduced number of federal wells approved. To approve
fewer than 190 federal wells could lead to a drainage of
federal gas Impacts of this a~ernative would be less
than the Proposed Action ij the total number of wells
drilled was less than 400. If private and state leases are
devetoped at an increased rate 10 compensate for fewer
federal wells being approved. the impacts would be the
same as the Proposed Action. For this reason. this
alternative was not analyzed in detail.

THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE
The No Action Alternative would be to reject all
applications for federal wells. 40CFR 1502.14(d) of the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations
requ ires that alternatives analysis in the EIS "Include the
aHernative of no action: The Departmentof the Interior's
authority to implement a No Action altemative is lim~ed.
An explanation of this limitation and the discretion the
Department has in this regard is as follows.

The fOllowing two alternatives are not true a~erna
tives to the Proposed Action: rather. they are variations
to how water disposal is handled. They are included in
response to scoplng comments and comments made on
the draft EIS.

An oil and gas lease grants the lessee the "right
and privilege to drill for . mine. extract. remove and
dispose of all oil and gas deposits" in the leased
lands. subject to the terms and conditions incorporated in the lease (Form 3110-2) . Because the
13
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CHAPTER 3
THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 8 (Continued)
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM THE BELLE FOURCHE RIVER
BELOW RATTLESNAKE CREEK NEAR PINEY, WYOMING

ERRATA

SITE DESCRIPTION: Belle Fourche River below Rattlesnake Creek. Site located just below the Hilight Road. USGS
Site 1006425720.
.

Table 8. from page 41 of the draft EIS. has been
reprinted because a new column . "Drinking Water Stan·
dard: has been added.

DRAINAGE AREA: 495 square miles.

LOCATION: North lalitude 43-59-04. west longitude 105-23-16.

PERIOD OF OPERATION : November 6 . 1975 th rough April 13. 1983. and 1994 to 1I1e present.

TABLE 8
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF WATERS FROM THE BELLE FOURCHE RIVER
BELOW RATTLESNAKE CREEK NEAR PINEY, WYOMING
SITE DESCRIPTION: Belle Fourche River below Rattlesnake Creek. Site located just below 1I1e Hilight Road. USGS
S~e

1006425720.

LOCATION: North latitude 43-59-04. west longitude 105-23-16.
DRAIN AGE AREA: 495 square miles.
PERIOD OF OPERATION: November 6. 1975 through April 13. 1983. and 1994 to the present.

PARAMETER
Water temperature
Discharge
Specific conductivity
pH
Total organic carbon
Calcium'

Magr.esium·
Sodium '
Potassium·
Chloride '
SuHate'
Fluoride '
Silica '
Silver'
Barium'
Beryllium '
Boron '
Cadmium·
Chromium'
Copper'
Iron '
Lead'
Manganese '
Molybdenum '

UNIT

NUMBER
OF
SAMPLES

'c

59
cfs
102
umhoslcm
43
standard units 31\
mgli
mgli
mgll
mgli
mgli
mgli
mgli
mgli
mgll
~gII
~gII
~gII

~gII
~gII

~gII
~gII
~gII
~gII
~gII
~gII

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
10
4
9
36
10
10
10
36
10
14
5

MEAN

12.31
13.14
3.962.00
7.91
9.64
270.00
171.00
400.00
16.00
20.00
1.957.00
0.45
3.80
1.10
87.50
7.90
151.00
2.40
5.00
3.10
77.60
3.90
234.00
2.20
15

DRINKING
WATER
STANDARD

none

none
250 (recommended)
250 (recommended)
1.4 to 2.4

1.000
none
none

10
50
none

none
50
none

MAXIMUM

23.5
1.060.0
8.000.0
8.1
16.0
530.0
530.0
1.200.0
45.0
55.0
5.400.0
0.9
9.4
1.0
100.0
10.0
810.0
10.0
20.0
7.0
410.0
21 .0
800.0
4 .0

MINIMUM

0 .0
0 .0
1.100.0
7.6
6.4
95.0
35.0
100.0
6.4
4.1
510.0
0.2
0 .2
2.0
50.0
0 .0
50.0
0 .0
0 .0
1.0
10.0
0 .0
59.0
0.0

PARAMETER
Nickel '
Arsenic·
Strontium ·

Vanadium·
Zinc·
Aluminum·
l ithium '
Selenium ·
Uranium·
Total dissolved solids
Mercury ,
, Total dissolved.

UNIT
uWI
~gII
~gli

~gII
~gli
~gli
u~n
~gli
~gli

mgll
~gli

NUMBER
OF
SAMPLES

10
1
3
4
10
6
8
10
3
33
10

MEAN

3.40
0 .00
2.367.00
.325
20.40
36.70
114.00
1.00
9.23
3.046.00
0 .15

DRINKING
WATER
STANDARD

none
50

50

10
500 (recommended)
2

MAXIMUM

6.0
0.0
3.400.0
1.0
40.0
100.0
300.0
2.0
17.0
7.870.0
0.5

MINIMUM

1.0
0.0
1.800.0
0 .0
4 .0
10.0
34.0
0.0
1.7
809.0
0.0

On page 46 . first paragraph . last line. the sentence
should read. "An inventory done In 1994 and 1995 by
The Nature Conservan cy .
"

ing 89% is private surface (map 2): On page 51 . under
Air Quality. the units of ~gII' should be ~gIm' in both the
lirst and second paragraphs.

On page 47. under "Land Use and Transportation: the
sentence should read. "In 1I1e assessment. ... administered
by the BlM or Forest ServIce. about.. .. and the remain-

Because it is referred to Irequently in 1I1is linal EIS . table
12 from page 52 of the draft EIS has been reprinted
below with a correction to lootnote ~"May not be exceeded more than one day per year."
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TABLE 12
NATIONAL AND WYOMING AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Air Pollutant

Averaging
Period

Total suspended particulates (TSP)"
Respirable particulate maner (PM,,)"

24· hour"
24· hour"

annua'"
Nitrogen oxide
Photochemical oxidant (ozone)
Sulfur dioxide

Cartx>n monoxide

annuajd'
1·hour"
3·hour"
24·hour"
annual"'
1·hour"
a·hour"

Wyoming
Standard
(fII!Im'l"
150
150
50
100
160
1.300
260
60
40.000
10.000

Nt.AQS"
(flg/m'l'"
150
50
100
23
365
80
40.000
10.000

* National ambient air quality standard.
· (~g/m ')

= micrograms per cubic meter.

" Particulates are very small·diameter solids or liquids. Material s handling processes such as crushing or grinding rock
or loading dry materials in bulk can result in the creation of fi ne dusts. Vehicle traffic on dirt and gravel roads also
generates large quantities of dust. Combustion processes can also emit small particles of noncombustible ash or
incompletely burned soot. TSP includes all particulates suspended in the atmosphere. Respirable particulate maner
is the very fi ne fraction (less than 10 microns in diameter) which can penetrate deep into the lungs and cause health
problems .
• May not be exceeded more than one day per year.
fit

Arithmetic mean may not be exceeded ,
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CHAPTER 4
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
multiplier of 1.778 this would generate an additional
personal income of which one-hall would be applicable
to the local economy of $95.617 . lor a total payrolt of
$1 .365.676 over lour years.

IMPACTS TO SOCIOECONOMICS
The following is an additional socioeconomic impact
analysis to that presented in the draft EIS. It covers
employment, personal income. royalties, and taxes.

Federal Royalty and Production Taxes

The impacts 01 the development as outlined in this
document are quantitatively defined. As many as 400
wells. 190 on lederal lands. may be drilled under the
Proposed Action over a three- to five-yea r period. Alternative proposals exist lor a slower rate of development
and lor a lewer number 01 wells with a lower limit of 200
wells. tOO on lederallands.

The market price for coal bed methane has been
highly volatile; accordingly. a potential price of $1 .00 per
mcf over the life of the project is assumed .
Assuming a well produces 241 mmcf to 420 mmcf
over the life of the well. 400 wells would yield 96.4 to 168
billion cubic feet of gas. This would generate a sales
va lue of $96.4 to $168 million. Using the upper limit this
would generate $9.975.000 of federal royalty; the states's
share would be $4.987.500. Severance taxes would be
$9.481 .500; the share from federal resources would be
$4.189.500. Ad valorem taxes would be $12.025.702.
with the share from federal resources of $5.313.682.
The total of royalty and production taxes from the federal
lands would be $19.478.182. and the total funds received by the state and counly would be $26.494.702.

Already 129 wells are producing on state and private
mineral lands within the assessment area: 11 wells are
producing on federal minerals. Existing two-track roads
would be used wherever possible, thus limiting the need
for construction of additional roads . and the workers that
would be associated with that construction. The wells
would be drilled using small truck-mounted water well
drills . Drilling. completion. and pipeline construction for
each well involves approximately seven people per well.
Four full-time employees per company would be needed
lor each of the eight companies during the production
phase of the project for well inspection, maintenance.
and service. Finally. abandonment 01 the project would
involve several people to dismantle and remove aboveground lacilities and plug the wells.

Sales and Use Tax
The State of Wyoming collects a 4% sales and use tax
on the purchase and use of tangible goods. In addition.
Campbell County levies an additional 1%. making a total
of 5%. Applying an estimated factor of 80% of well
drilling. completion. and well facilities. a well cost of
$50.000 per well gives a tangible taxable value of
$30.000 per well. At the allowed sales and use tax rate
of 5%. each well has a tax value of $1 .500. For the total
number of wells this gives a total tax $60.000 for the
Proposed Action.

Employment and Personal Income
Using an average of lour yea rs to drill these wells. this
gllles 100 wells per year. At an estimated 15 workdays
to drill. complete. and install production facilities lor each
well . th is calculates six lull-time equivalent (FTE ) jobs
per year lor each year of the four yea rs of development.
The average annual income for each of these six full time
equivalent worl<ers associated with Ihe proposed action
IS estimated to be $40.697. which calculates to an
annual personal income or payroll of $245.802. Over
lour Y3ars this is estimated to be $983.208.

Workers employed by the Proposed Action would
spend the ir income on sales and use taxable goods and
services. With an estimated personal income or annual
payroll of $245.802 of direct employment and one-hall of
the indirect employment. $95.6t7. gives a total annual
personal income of $34 1.419. Assuming that 32.4% of
this income would be spent on taxable items. more than
$22.000 in sales and use taxes would be generated in
four years.

Using an employment multiplier 01 2.4. according to
the U. S. Bureau 01 Economic Ana lysis. 1.4 additional
JObs would be generated lor each lull-time equivalent job
In the gas industry. Therelore eight additional jobs
would be generated in other sectors in the states's
economy. Not all of these jobs wou ld be in the local
economy. but ij hall were. an additional 4 jobs would be
generated In the local economy. Using an income

During the production phase of the this gas project the
annual projected employment would be 32 full-time
equivalent jobs. and assuming one-hall of the indirect
jobs are in the area. 22 additional jobs would be gener-
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horsepower compressor were located immediately adjacent to the lirst compressor. the maximum modeled
annual concentration would increase to 4.56 micrograms per cubic meter (figure 17).

aled. The total direct and indirect personal income is

calcu lated to be $1 .808.900 per year. Using an average
of 11 years as productive life. the total personal income
would be $19.897.900 during the life of the project.
Using similar assumptions as above, the sales and use
tax impact would be an additional $322 .346.

Carbon monoxide impacts were analyzed using the
SCREEN3 model; this mocIel is limited to analyzing the
impacts from a single source. As stated above. a 3.0
gramslhp-hr emission factor was used to represent
typical CO emissions from a catalytically controlled or
lean-burn controlled engine. The maximum modeled 1hour CO concentration predicted by the mocIel was
87.57 micrograms per cubic meter. Since the SCREEN3
model produces I-hour concentrations. a worst-case
correlation correction was applied to determine a representative 8-hour concentration from the predicted 1hour concentration. Therefore. the I-hour predicted
concentration was mUltiplied by 0.9. The resulting 8hour model predicted concentration is then 78.81 micrograms per cubic meter.

IMPACTS TO AIR QUALITY
Air quality impacts were further examined to determine what effect CBM development would have in and
adjacent to the assessment area. National and Wyoming air quality standards are shown in table 12 of the
final EIS.
The produced gases from the project will be methane.
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide as can be seen on figure
14. Benzene. toluene. ethyl-benzene (BTEX). orvolatile
organic compounds (VOCs) are not present in the gas
stream. Since the methane will be used to fuel the gas
compressor engines. air quality impacts for nitrogen
oxides and carbon monoxide were examined.

The modeling analyses for NOx and CO predict that the
impacts due to emissions from one or two compressor
engines at a given compressor site are well within the
standards shown in table 12 reprinted in chapter 3 of this
linal EIS .

The WDEQ/Air Quality Division (AQD) provided assistance in determining nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO) impacts. The Division modeled two
scenarios-a single Waukesha 7042 l.4oo-horsepower
compressor engine and two Waukesha 7042 1.400horsepower compressor engines located at the same
place. EPA's Industrial Source Complex long Tefm
Model (ISCl T3) was used to determine the NOx impacts
from these two scenarios.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Air Quality
The following is an additional cumulative impacts
analysis to that presented in the draft EIS.

The WDEQ/AQD's experience with these engines
was used to provide some guidance to the BlM in
determining appropriate inputs for the models. Emission rates used in both scenarios were based on a
typical Waukesha 1042 compressor engine that has a
NOx emission rate of 2.0 gramslhp-hr. and a CO emission rate of 3.0 gramslhp-hr. This is a worst case
scenario for the modeling. Actual emissions for engines
being installed in the EIS assessment area are shown in
figure 15. The moctel was run using flat terrain and no
building downwash . This is a simplified modeling analysis that can be used to illustrate the pollutant impacts
from one or two of these l.4oo-horsepower compressor
engines. Cumulative impacts from additional sources
were not treated in this analysis. and no attempt should
be made to draw any co nclusions relating to cumulative
impacts from this analysis by itself .

The Wyoming and National ambient air quality stan dards are shown in table 12 in chapter 3 of this final EIS.
The two pollutants of concern from the proposed action
are nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide . The background concentration for NOx in and adjacent to the EIS
assessment area is 20 micrograms per cubic meter.
The WDEQ/AQD has modeled emissions from a
single controlled 1.400-horsepowercompressorengine.
and from two controlled 1.400-horsepower compressor
engines (figures 16 and 17). The maximum modeled
annual concentration of NOx was 2.28 micrograms per
cubic meter for one compressor engine and 4.56 micrograms per cubic meter for two compressor engines
assuming the compressors were located immediately
adjacent to each other.
One could assume that seven compressor stations
would be located with in the area influenced by the
proposed power plants and existing sources. However.
this is not likely to be the case. In reality . the compressor
stations will be distributed throughout the assessment
area. Todate. for the Marquiss and lighthouse projects.
we have seen approximately one compressor station

The ISCl T3 model predicted that the maximum annual concentration of NOx would be 2.28 micrograms
per cubic meter. An analysis olthe isopleth plots derived
from the model output data shows that the concentr...
tions decrease with increasing distance from the
source(s) modeled (figure 16). If a second 1.40020
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Ir:P,..owo-.,.er--=R:-lve-r----------...,Facility:

Area:

L-_ _ _-'2~15eMce: Icompress!on

IUn~"

Air Perm~"

ICT-1178

Engine:

IWaukesha IModel:

,--_...:l",.ao",,-,1 Horsepower at time of testing:

Ign~lon

---=25~llntake

Fuel Consumption:
Stack Height:

11191

IRPM:

17042GSI

Rat~Hp :

TIming:

IctOSSIIow 800sIer

738

Manifold Pressure: '-1- - - , . . - - - - - - - - - - ,

105 mcfd
, -_ _.:;33:.1 n.

Specific Gravity LI_:!0:.:!
. 5~93~_ _ _ _ _ _ _....J
Stack Diameter. ~inches

__'I Model:

Air/Fuel Controller · Make:

L!ID~y~n~a~lco~_ _ _ _

CatalytiC Converter Make:

l!1M"'i"'ra"'te"'c'-_ _ _ ___'I Model:

I Proto Type
..,Ic"'u"'st"'o"'m"-_ _ _ _......J

PERMITTED LIMITS:
Camon Monoxide: '--_ _ _3"'1

NOx:
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CALCULATED EMISSIONS FROM TEST:
CO
NOx

0.60 Ibslhr
0.25 Ibs/hr

0.37 GramslHp-Hr
0.15 GramsIHp-Hr
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FIGURE 14
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FIGURE 15
COMPRESSOR EMISSIONS TEST SHEET
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FIGURE 16
COMPRESSOR ENGINE MODEL FOR NOX
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FIGURE 17
COMPRESSOR ENGINE MODEL FOR NOX
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
down In lhe Wyodak coal .. a resufl of
exll1lng mining and polenllal coal bed
methane developmenlln the lll1le Thunder Cr"k drainage wa. modeled lor Ihe
years 19nthrough 2021 . The lll1le Thunder Cr"k drainage Include. Jacob.
Ranch, Black Thunder, and North Rochelle mine.. A report on the resufl olthl.
piiOI modeling project has been prepared
by \he cooperlllors and I. curr.nlly undergoing editing following a review by lhe
thr" mine. Involved_ Thl. report will be
available 10 lhe public eIIer the review and
editing proce.. ls complelad. The resulls
01 this sludy __ pr.....,ed III the 14
annual Nlllional Meeting ollhe American
Society 01 Surface Mining and Reclamalion (ASSMR) in Au.lln, T.xa. In May
1997. A summary 01 lhe re.uit. _ .
published In the proceeding. volume from
thlll meeting (Peacock 1997). The pliOI
.'udy did not con.ider th. impact. 01
mining the North Rochelle 01 Thundercloud leaM-by-appllclllion (lBA) tract.,
or drawdown from min.. out.ide lhe lll1le
Thunder C_k drainage but did con.ider
mining all.xll1lng lea... in the drainage
including the previou.,y I•• ued Jacob.
Ranch and W.11 Black Thunder lBA•.

installed per township. If ·sufficient gas production
occurs. a second compressor may be installed in the
same township. With this distribution of compressor
stations throughout the assessment area. rt is unlikely
there will be a significant contribution of emissions that
would cause signijicant cumulative impacts.
Analysis by the WOEO of the Encoal project and the
Two Elk project for NOx emissions indicate 1.67 and .53
micrograms per cubic meter maximum modeled annual
impact respectively. If one or more compressor stations
were to be located so the isopleths from each facility
overlapped. there would be a cumulat;ye impact. As
previously described. this is not likely to occur.
No background concentrations are available lor carbon monoxide since rt is normally not a problem in
northeast Wyoming and no regional . long-term monitoring has been conducted. Wyoming and National ambient air quality standards are 40.000 micrograms per
cubic meter for a one-hour period and 10.000 micrograms for an eight-hour period. Encoal's maximum
modeled concentrations were 181.4 (one-hour) and
37.4 (eighl-hour): Two Elk maximum modeled concentrations were 72.07 (one-hour) and 15.07 (eight-hour):
Gillette South maximum modelled concentrations were
87.57 micrograms per cubic meter for one hour and
78.81 micrograms per cubic meter for eight hours.
These emission levels are all within the standards listed
on table 12 in chapler 3 of this linal EIS.

Add to page 78. under "Surface Water: as the last
paragraph be'ore the "Wildlife" section. the following .
" No _Iou. problem. have occurred 10 dat., and it
ha. been generally w.1I r.c.lved by th. landowners.
The discharged wilier help. 1111 and maintain wilier
Iev.l. in Slock pond., ,upports vegetlllion produclion, and provide. wlldllf. habillllalong the receiving .tr._ ....

ERRATA
An appendix has been edded to this final EIS
showing Individual graphs of exl.,lng BlM monitor
well • .
On page 66. first paragraph . line 6. should read.
"Impacts from CBM wells (five .
"
On page 68. under "Changes in Groundwater Ouality: the third line should read. ": there are no loreign
materials being introduced dlrxtly Inlo the system:

On page 79. under "Raptors: line five. should read. " ..
or collision fatalities. Con.truction de.ign or burying
dlslrlbutlon lines would eliminate these latalities:

On page 70. the first paragraph. the last two sentences are replaced with the lollowing paragraph.

On page 80. under ' Vegetation Resources: add alter
the last sentence: "The In.tallation of 20 pairs of
monitoring well. wlillernporarily dl.'urb five acre,.
Thl. willatlact one animal unll month (AUM) lor one
y.ar of dl.,urbanc....

As pMlof. cooperlllive egr"manlslgned
In 1993 beI_n WDEQ, BlM.the Offlce of
Surface Mining (OSM), the University 01
Wyoming, the WSEO, and lhe Wyoming
StIlle Geological Survey, a gro<lndwiller
dr_down model wa. deve".ped 10 predlr' the extanl of \he 1I_lcot drawdown
In the Wyodek coal as a ••suit 01 anile 1pIIIad coal bed melh_ development and
coal mlnlnll in the Powder River a.sln. As
a lelll 01 thl. model, cumullllive draw-

On page BA. the second paragraph. the lirst sentence
should r"ad. " . ..• the BlM would require operators to
offer potenllally atlacted landowners .
"
On page 109. Figure 13. PM ,. concentrations are ~g/mJ.
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CHAPTER 5
CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
Responses to public comments received on the draft
EIS are included in this final EIS. Comments are
numbered sequentially within a letter and correspond to
the numbered response .

SCOPING PROCESS
The CEQ reg'Jlations require an "early and open
process for determining the scope of issues to be
addressed and for identifying signnicant issues related
10 a Proposed Ac~on" (40 CFR 1501 .7). Scoping was
conducted through a direct mail process and public
meetings. The mailing list included landowners. business groups. environmental groups. and any other interested members of the public.

Major issutls of public concern were as follows.

COMMENT LETTERS RECEIVED
ON THE DRAFT EIS

Concerns were raised that we had not addressed
impacts to threatened and endangered species.
raptors . and fisheries .
Additional analysis and/or specifiC changes (errata)
in the text of the draft EIS are found in each chapter of
this final EIS. Where a response to a comment indicates
"see Errata" or "see additional analysis: the "Errata"
section of a particular chapter of this final EIS should be
consulted for the specifiC rewording or clarification of the
text.

Introduction
The fOllowing 12 comment letters were submitted by the
public and interested agencies during the 45-day comment period and shortly after the formal comment period
closed on the Gillette South Coal Bed Methane Project
Draft EIS. All comment letters received have been
reproduced in this section with each letter given a unique
identifying number. Commentscontainingonly opinions
or preferences did not receive a formal response: however. they will be considered and included as part of the
BlM decision making process. Substanwe comments
requiring a response are identified by comment number
associated with heavy vertical lines in the margin of each
letter. For instance. comment 3-2 is the second comment on comment letter number 3 requiring a response.
All responses are presented in the following section.
Each response identifies the letter and comment number that it is associated with .

People were concerned with Ihe loss of hydraulic
head related to groundwater associated with the
coal seam. Con~erns related to lowering of water
levels and increased pumping costs because water would have to be pumped from greater depths.

Public scoping meetings were held on March 12.
1996 allhe Casper District Office and on March 25. 1996
at the Holiday Inn in Gillette. All substantive comments
BlM received during these mee~ngs have been used to
direct the seope and analysis of this EIS. Public seoping
comments were accepted through April 8. 1996. and a
decision letter stating the BlM's intent to prepare an EIS
was senl to the agencies and public on the mailing list on
May 7.1996. The notice 10 prepare an EIS appeared in
the Federal Register on May 28. 1996.

Concems were voiced on how the differenMtion
would be made between coal mine- caused and
CBM-caused impacts to the lowering of the water
in the coal seam. How would the responsible entity
be identified?
Questions were posed on what effects the proposed action would have on air quality. Of concern
were possible hazardous emissions and pollutants
released as a resu~ of compressor emissions.

Add ~lOnal meetings were held to develop a hydrologic mitigation plan on December 13. 1995 and January
23. 1996 at the Towers West in Gillette. These first two
mee~ngs included potentially affected landowners. federal and state agency personnel. and six CBM development companies. A working group of affected landowners and Industry representawes was formed from those
two mee~ ngs to address the hydrologic issues of water
well drawdown. Meetings of this groop continued throogh
September 1996. These meetings resu ~ed in the Water
Well Agreement in the appendix of the draft EIS.

Disposing water on the surface raised concems
about water quality due to oossible increased
erosion and possible weed infestations because of
water flow fluctuations .
Questions were raised about the use of produced
water for dust control. stock watering. and the
crea~on of wetlands. What were the ram ifications
of using this water in this manner?
Concern was voiced that the mines had been
venting methane for years and now we had companies working to recover the methane and pay
royalty on production. Were we going to make the
mines pay back royalty and future royalty for the
methane they vent?

PUBLIC REVIEW OF DRAFT EIS
On March 28. 1997. the Environmenta l P rot~on
Agency's Notice of Availability was published in the
Federal Registbr. Over 450 copies of the draft EIS were
made available to the public and interested agencies for
a 45-day public comment period. The date by which the
comments had to be recer/ed was May 12. 1997. On
Apnl 18. 1997. a Notice of Availability was published in
the Federal Register.

Commentors were concerned that we had not
done further modeling to predict possible drawdowns and impacts.
Concern was voiced about the use of the 1988
CHIA ("Cumulawe Potential Hydrologic Impacts
of Surface Coal Mining in the Eastern Powder
River Structural Basin. Northeastern Wyom ing")
and how th is affected cumulative impacts.

DRAFT EIS COMMENTS

Concems were voiced that previous documents
had underestimated the magnitude of impacts
when In actuality we had underestimaled rate of
impact occurrence.

A Iota I of 12 comment letters were received during the
4S-day public comment period providied on the draft EIS.
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Comment Responses
Response to Letter 1, Byron and Marge
Odekoven

1
~~~.7"~~

Comment RespcIMM
3. Virtually all of the federal lands Involved In the EIS
assessment 8188 are already COYered by exIIIIng oil
and gas leases. As part of the mltigalion proposed by
the draft EIS (page 87 and 88) and inctuded In the
final, coal bed methane operators will be required 10
offer all poIentiaJIy aIfected landowners the oppDI1un~ to sign a _er well agreement, contained In the
appendix of the draft EIS, as part 01 the federal APe
approval process .

Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.
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Response to Letter 2, Donald R. Joslyn

2

Thank you for your interest In the coal bed methane EIS
process.

" , "

..-.

1. Our data does not indicate that ~ Is possible for all
subsurface water down to 2,500 feet to be lost through
coal bed methane or coal development. The maximum depth of the target formation (WyodaklAnderson coal) in the Gillette South assessmentarea Is iess
than 1,500 feet. This is on the extreme western edge
of the area where the formation is at~' deepest. No
subcoaJ (or underburden) impacts to water resources
have been documented to date. In addition, no
impacts to aquifers not Immediately edjacent to the
coal (above) have been documented. We are planning to continue monitOring on the shallower sands
and have plans to In~iate monitoring on selected
underburden wells in the nearMure to ensure protection of these waters.

_

2-4

~ ..

Prior environmental documents we have done and
this draft EIS all have predicted that the hydraulic
head of water in wells completed In the coal seam
would be temporarily reduced (lowered) or eliminated
with the coal bed methane activity.

-~~il~~~~--------------~I
··-·. . ..,I---·-I. . .

2. Counties do have statutory authority to establish
water conservation districts. This must be done
according to state law in coordination with the WSEO.
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Responae to Letter 3, Leonard Strutsma
Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.
1. The springs and/or springfed bodies that are referred
to here are either local shallow systems or related to
the shallower Felix coal seams and their asaociated
clinker outcrops. These systems should not be affected by the lowering of the water levels In the CBM
target formation (WyodakIAnderaon COI'I) as there Is
significant separation ~ the two formations
(>400 feet) In this area.
2. A variety of mineral ownerships exist In this area and
throughout the assessment area. The BlM has no
control over what the private and state mineral estate
owners choose to do with their minerals. On the
federal minerals which exist In the vicinity of this
estate, 011 and gas leases already exist. A private
mineral owner has the option to lease or not lease.
The BlM will work to ensure the springs In the area
are protected.

3-3
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Comment ResponMS

4

Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
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Response to Letter 5, Gail A. Wagensen
Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS

_ _ . . . 0lIl . . . . . . . ,.,..

1. The BLM has and will continue to urge companies to
avail themselves of 1I11s opportunity. 01 note, a
number of IandowneIS have taI<en it upon 1hemseIves
to establish wetland and fisheries habitat wi1h the
produced water along wi1h using water discharge
points to improve their livestock distribution patterns.

~

-........
.....

Responae to Letter 4, Wyoming Game end
Fish Depertment

1. The concern expressed about weeds and their cispersian along the stream channels Is a valid concern.
As described by the commentor and from a biological
standpoint, the plants described typically are Invader
species which establish themselves where disturbance has occurred. Where stream ftows fluctuate
greatly, native vegetation is removed and bare soltis
exposed to the invasion of these species. As described, the mines do discharge large amounts of
water on a periodic basis such as after large rainstorms, which leads to the flow fluctuation and subsequent removal of native species. Coal bed methane
operations are typically a constant, low flow discharge wi1h minimal streamflow fluctuations. BLM
will consun wi1h WDEQ and the 0Ifice of Surface
Mining on 1I1is issue where 1here are discharges from
bo1l1 mining and coal bed methane. Where no mine
discharge is involved, BLM will require CBM operators on federal minerals to monitor their discharges
and eliminate prob:am species ~ 1hey occur.
2. The BLM does require operators to control weed
species on and around their oil and gas operations,
and we will continue to do so. Where private and stale
minerals are involved we have no control. Perhaps
1he state or county would be the proper entity to
address 1I11s problem.
3. Dust control at the mines around Gillette Is a practice
required to meet air quality standards for fugitive dust
emissions. This is considered a beneficial use of the
water by the WSEO ~ the mine has a water appr0priation lor1l11s purpose. The water does have a value for
1he purpose for which it was appropriated. ncould be
sold ~ 1here were a willing buyer for the water.

.... 1 . . . . .

n..III ............... _

---

4. The economic impac1S of the project are detailed on
pages 84 1I1rough 86 of the draft EIS. AdditIonal
analysis was done and Is Included in 1hIs document in
chapter 4.

......,.,

5. For the question regarding the potential of the eflecls
of evaporation/rainfall, H we assume a worst case
scenario of 640 wells at 20 gpm, a discharge of
approximately 21 ,000 acra-feet peryearwould occur.
Spreading 1I11s over the approximately 100 townshipe
between the Gillette South assessment area and the
South Dakota border results In an average Increase
in preclpitation of 0.11 Inches. This Is assuming that
100% of the discharge evaporates and Is prec:lpitated
wi1hin Wyoming east 01 the projecI-a worst case
scenario. nIs unlikely 1het any cfimat8 and/orprecipitation change will
from 1I11s.

resun

6. We sent out approximately 450 draft EIS documents
to the public, sent out press releases to newspapers,
television, and radio stations, and published the avail-
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Comment

5-3

Respon_

efforts were to get the widest dissemination possible
on the document.
7. Coal bed methane development In the Powder River
Basin is a relatively new technology. Before this
technology was developed, there was no way to
recover the methane which was vented to the atm0sphere as a resu~ of coal mining. As ooaJ bed
methane technology develops, oil and gas companies are moving to recover the methane before minIng. The mining probably has a beneficial impact on
the successful recovery of the methane which Is
probably why the first successful development occurred by the Rawhide ooaJ mine.

Thank you tor your Interest in the ooaJ bed methane EIS
process.
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1. Prior environmental documents BLM has done and
this draft EIS all have predicted that the hydraulic
heed of water in wells completed in the coal seam
would betemporarily reduced (lowered) or eliminated
with the ooaJ bed methane activity. The WSEO has
institutedmonitoringrequirementsoftheCBMoperatorsaspartofthelheirwaterwellperm~process. The
BLM has instituted an indepetldent rnonOtoring pr0gram to track what is happening both In the ooaJ seam
and the aquners above and below the ooaJ. This
information and the formation of a combined data
base proposed on page 88 of the draft EIS will enable
BLM and the WSEO to deveklp a oornprehensive
picture of what is occurring.
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Comment Rnpon...
Response to Letter 8, Robin ReInts

6

abilily of the document in the Federal Register. These
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2. The error on the impacts cauS<'d by the Marquiss and
Lighthouse projects was not in total impact but rather
in the rate atwhich the impact occurred. We assumed
a drilling and discharge rate commensurate with that
ongoing at the time of our analysis. As~tumedoutthe
development and discharge rates Increased as technology evolved and development rates increased.
This resu~ed In impacts occurring faster than predicted. This will not change the predicted maximum
impact.

~~

We have been continuously mon~oring the discharge
of the Belle Fourche River below the project areas
(above the Cordero Mine) since the Initiation of the
Marquiss CBM project. There has not yet been any
measurable Increase in the discharge of the Belle
Fourche attributable to the discharge of water ass0ciated with the production of ooaJ bed methane. The
rate at which the discharge water is being used,
recharging shallow aquifers (inft~ting), and evaporating has been greater than or equal to the discharge
rate to date.

5-4

3. Wetlands created as a part of this project do not oorne
under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers or the FWS. Only n an existing wetland is
enhanced and then impacted do tI*8 agencies have
an input.
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Comment Respon...
Respon.. to Letter 7, State of Wyoming

7

1. Thank you lor your close cooperation In the development 01 coal bad methane. BLM will work to continue
this close relationship.

_ '.'."7
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1. The EIS is a disclosure document 01 predicted impacts. As projects are permitted, detailed inventories
and analysis 01 the cultural resources will be c0nducted, additional Native AmerIcan consuhation will
occur, and proper mitigation will be required as part 01
the perm~ approval process.
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1. Thank you lor this information.
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Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.
1. When the BLM was doing scoping to determine what
type of NEPA documentation we would do for the
Gillette South area we disclosed to the public that we
would not do any further modeling (letter of March
18,1996 and handout to the public at March 25, 1996
scoping meeting). Our reasoning for not doing any
additional modeling was that from experience with
existing models it was not feasible to credibly or
accurately model ar. area as large as the Gillette
South a5SeSSIIY..nt area with existing data. As variables increase, accuracy decreases to the poIntwhere
the model predictions become meaningless. BLM
used what information we had, and we obtained the
15-year report from the Gillette Area Groundwater
Monitoring Organization (GAGMO) to showwhatwas
happeningasaresunofmining. Thisinformationwas
used in the draft EIS. In addition, the monitoring
identified in chapter 2 will help differentiate betwMn
the effects of coal mining and ceM development.
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4. The discussion Is pertinent for the cumulative impact
assessment as it provides background on what Is
occurring from the standpoint of the coal mines. We
also state the impacts of mining and CBM will be
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additive in nature.
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5. As stated in responses 1 and 3, BLM assumed that it
was a foregone conclusion that there will be a slgnlficant lowering of the water in the cop-'
~
the mines and the CBM development. In fact, two of
our easternmost monitor wells near the northern
lighthouse area have gone practJcally dry (partially
due \0 Incr_in gas pressure).
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Also, please see the response to comment number
one of this letter.
3. Yes, the existing monitoring neIwofk is inadequate to
delineate the lateral extent of the impacts associated
with ceM development. This Is why we have pr0posed a substantial expansion of the monitoring
carried out by the eLM in the Gillette South assessment area. Wrth regard to the overlap area to the
east, eLM assumed that it was a foregone conclusion
that there will be significant lowering of the water in
the coal between the mines and the CBM devel0pment (aven to the point of complete dewatering). This
will impact wells C'JlTlpleted in the coal seam. Also,
please see the response to comment number one of
this letter.
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2. The actual impacts were not undelpredicted but the
development and diSCharge rates changed. ThIs
resulted in impacts occurring faster than predicted
but will not change the predicted maximum impact.
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The results of the modeling were acknowledged as
underpredictive. However, this was only with respact
to the time in which the impacts would occur, not in the
total impacts of the proposed lighthouse project.
6. We believe we have presented a balanced view of
what is OCCUrring in and adjacent to the EIS assessment area. Coal is a major activity that has to be
considered as part of the cumulative impac1s assessment. A description of what development Is occuning
and what monnoring is taking place are presented to
give the reader needed background information on an
aspects of development. eLM tried to portray the
impacts and stated that the groundwater impac1s in
the coal seam are additive in nature ~ coal
mining and CBM development. eLM did not mean to
imply that all impacts beyond the scope of the modeling resun from CBM development. A large share of
the cumulative drawdown will come from the pr0posed and existing CBM development but other activities such as coal mining will continue to have an
impact. ThedraftEISwastodisdoseimpac1sfromail
activities, not to imply responslbility.
7.

TheAML-funded study by Or. Borgman isin progress.
Various pieces of the study are complete and were
used for the draft EIS. The docu. nent should be
published by September I , 1997. The intent was \0
verify assumptions used in the model baing deve1oped to predict impacts from CBM and coal devel0pment.

8. The statements concerning leasas-by-application
(l8A) and WDEQ, land Quality Division are simply
statements offact about the LBA process. There Is no
intent here to ~mply" responsibilities. This does,
however, point out the differences between coal
leasing and oil and gas leasing regulations.

9. This was a mistake on our part. n Is the Coal CI1I8k
Mine that is currently having the Caballo Creek stream
gauge operated by Intermountain lab. Thank you for
the information.
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Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methene EIS
process.
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1. Thi3request, which lacks any specifics, would require
the addition of approximately three full townships to
theEISassessmentarea. Todosowouldrequlrethe
BlM to reissue the draft EIS to provide an analysis 01
the effects of this additional acteage. This would
resun in a delay of four to six months. AdditIonal
acteage was added in this area at the request of
industry during wor1! on thedraftEISto accommodate
additional expected development. BLM will not honor
this request at this time. If your company is serious
about development, they will need to present BLM
with a subsUO<ltive proposal that will be tiered off of this
EIS.
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1. Some lim~ed surveys for swift fox have occurred in
the southern reaches of the EIS assessment area on
land administered by 11">8 U.S. Forest Service, and
evidence of their occurrence was found. The BLM,ln
conjunction with the Forest Service, will carry out
additional inventories 10determlne the extent to which
swift fox occur In the assessment are8.
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2. Wildlffe inventories to assess impacts to raptors are
difficutt to carry out in the EIS assessment area due
to the lack of public surface and access. BLM, In
cooperation with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, did carry out an aerial survey of the assessment area In the spring of 1996 to Identify nest sites.
We plan on rnon~oring these nest s~es each year.
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Six percent of the surface ownership Is public and
41 % of the oil and gas mineral estate Is public. This
mixed ownership pattern makes ~ difficun to Identify
and mitigate Impacts from the coal bed methene
development when wells are being drilled on all
mineral ownerships. As part of the federal APO
apPfOYaiprocess, all wildlife ooncems are addressed.
When areas of ooncern such as nest sites are Identlfied, the BLM requires the operator to abide by
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3. Table 6, page 39 of the draft EIS, is an analysis of
various trace mineral concentrations in grou~
from wells completed In the coal seam and shallower
aqu~ers . Selenium loading was not found to be a
problem.
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Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.
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Response to Letter 10, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
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appropriate mitigation measures to proteCt the nest
site. This is normally a timing stipulation which
precludes drilling during the crucial nesting period
and may also inctude Me-specific stipulations to
preserve the Integrity of the nest. Each action Is sitespecific as needs are Identified. Actions cited In the
draft EIS were meant to be inustrative In nature; not aI
inclusive of what we do. BLM would welcome your
input on how raptors oould be befter protected ~
the mixed nature of the land pattern that we deal with.

2. This is a requirement of the WSEO as part of acquiring a water well perm~ for coal bed methane production.
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Reaponse to Letter 11, U.S. Environmental

11

Protection Agency

. '.... . - . . 1

Thank you for your Interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.

!W , I _

1. The draft EIS analyzes the drilling of 400 new wells
within the EIS assessment area. n also incorporates
the changes which have occurred since the Matquisa
(40 wells) and Lighthouse (200 wells) EAs were
completed. These changes deal mainly with the
increased rate of development and the Increased
pumping rates which have occurred because of
changes in technology. We regret any confusion this
may heve caused.
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2. Please see chapter 1 oftheftnaiEISforaclaIffIcaIion
of purpose and need .
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Please see chapter 2 of the final EIS for a discussion of

,.........,lNI~

howthealternativeswerehandled. Bec:a.-wehaYe
the authority to restrict the timing on approval or
reduce the number of wells drilled, which would be •
lessening of the Impacts expected Mthe number 01
number of feelstate wells did not incrMM _
spondingly, we believed additional ~ for the
sake of analysis would not add to the doc:umenL We
were attempting to present. c:onciM documentwhich
the public woutd read.
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3. All maps are approximately one eighth Inch to the
mite. A map showing the major dniinIigN In the
aaa.srnent .... (map 6) hu been Included In 11*

Comment Responses

Comment Responses
final EIS. Since the coal bed methane development
is speculative in nature, ~ would be meaningless to
include a map of well and transportation facilities.
This is explained in chapter 2 of the final EIS. Maps
depicting a~ematives would also be purely speculative in nature. No critical wildlife habitat exists in the
assessment area. The use of township and range
references are a commonly used terminology which
are familiar to most people.

11-2

4.

So noted. The intent of the paragraph was to lei the
reader know that a large amount of documentation
has already been done In and immediately adjacent
to the assessment area.
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15. So noted. The figure scale is approximately _ inch to
the mile.
16. Please see chapter 4 of the final EIS for a discussion
of cumulative air qual~ impacts.
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17. The draft EIS (pages 38 through 44) provides information on the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the streams in the assessment area_ A
map has been added in the final EIS to show stream
locations (map 6). The only water bodies which exist
are stockwater reservoirs. As _ do not know specific
locations of discharge points until development occurs, potentially affected watersheds include any of
those within the assessment area.
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18. All existing discharge points have been Into Class IV
waters. There are few waters within the project area
that are classified other than Class IV. As each
discharge point must have an NPDES permn, the
potential impaclto surface waters will be evaluated
and mitigated at the time of discharge point siting and
permilling. The draft EIS, pages 35 through 38, and
tables 6 and 8, discuss surface and subsurface water
qual~. Impacts of discharge to surface waters is
discussed on pages n and 78 of the drefl EIS.
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9. So noted.

11 Since there are no VOCs associated with the methane, no VOCs are emilled from the compressors.
With no VOCs and no C3+ molecules, the possibII~
of formaidellyde being produced by either \he compressors or \he gas dehydration unnB is extremely

~

.. c.. ........

8. So noted. Please see the ·Errata· section for cIIapIer
3 for the correction.

0 _ _-

14. During the APD approval process, standard stipulations such as watering of roads, Bfe applied as
needed to control fugitive dust emissions. CBM
development with minimal road and pad construction
as described in the proposed ection, chapter 2 of this
document, reduces the incidence of fugitive dust
emissions by minimizing the amount of surface disturbance that occurs.

~

o.. • . . . . - _ ".........

Plugging wells and reclaiming drilling locations are
part of the normal perm~ approval process_ Plugging
operations call for the coal zone to be completely
cemented off and then the open hole above the coal
is filled with bentonne. This is in line with the requir&ments of the WOGCC. At'clamation is handled on a
case-by-case basis depending on the location. This
is addressed as part of the APD approval and EA
which Is completed on each well location. Normal
reclamation calls for complete rehabilM\ion 01 the
s~e and access routes for roads and pipelines.

10. No BTEX or VOCs exist. The gas produced is
methane, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. The gas
makeup varies s1ightty but averages 95% methane,
3% nitrogen, and 2% carbon dioxide. A gas analysis
is included in chaplllt' 4 to show an actual sample.

13. Please see add~ional air qual~ Information presented in chapter 4 of the final EIS.
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leasing of oil and gas in the resource area subjeclto
standard and identified ~e-speciflc appropriate mitigation measures.
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The EPA is assuming that since a number of smaller
operators are involved in this type of development
that wor1< completed will be less than satisfactory or
that the operators may defau~. The BLM cannot
make this type of assumption. If operators post
adequate bonds as defined by our regulations, must treat all operators equally. Han operator fails to
perform as required, BLM at that time may chose to
increase bonding requirements. This has not occurred to date in development of coal bed moth_ _

12. No hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) have been identified. Please see the response to comment number
11 .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . CI) ..... .,.~QIII ............ " . . _ _
. . . . . . (1) . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1........ . . . . .
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6. This EIS is tiered to the Buffalo AMP (USDI, BLM
1985) which analyzed the impacts of leasing oU and
gas. One of the decisions of the AMP was to continue
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remote. Please see chapter 4 for an inventory of
emissions from the compressor engines.
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this leller.
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5. Please see the response to comment number two of

7.
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19. As of May 25, 1997, the EPA has not released draft
total maximum daily load (TMDL) guidance for us to
follow. The WDEO, in conjunction with the BLM,
Wyoming State OIfice, has just recently comple\8d
Initial contacts with the Iietd offices concerning TMDLs.
We have not completed our review of the initial draft
list of Water Qual~ Um~ Segments (WQLS) c0mpiled by the WDEO. Based on this review, \he list will
probably be revised as there was some confusion on
what constltuted a WOLS when nominations _e
made by various enlities. Consldering theM facts, h
Is premature for us to be addressing TMDLs in Ihi8
document. When the TMDL process is finalized, \he
BlM will Incorporate this into our permitting process
and comply with theM guidelines.
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20. This section of \he document is a ~ 01 wIIat
actions must occur before an operator can proc:Md,

Comment Responses
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21 . BlM in Buffalo has been following this policy since
1992. As part of the APD approval process, potential
problem areas are handled on a case-by-case basis.
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22. Our proposed methodology to mon~or channels includes establishing cross sections that can be repeatedly checked and monitored over time. This will
include photos as well as physical measurements. In
the instance where add~ional m~igation is needed,
the BlM will war!< with the operator in relocating and!
or revising operating practices (outlet wor1<s, discharge timing/Volumes, etc.) so that channel stability
is maintained.
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23. We intend to establish a monitoring networ!< sufficient
for mon~oring the predicted impactS of the development and for establishing the extent and degree of the
impacts. If development is proposed in areas where
the existing mon~or wells are not sufficient to meet
these two primary goals, we will add additional wells.
This will be accomplished by incorporating existing
wells where possible or requiring the operator to drill
additional mon~or wells.
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24. You are correct in your statement that all river systems have flood plains, but they are not adversely
affected by this action. In this case, we are referring
to flood plains as delineated by the U.S. Geological
Service for the Federal Emergency Management
Service (FEMA).
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25. Please see our response to comment number 17 of
this letter.
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26. As stated in the last sentence of the paragraph, the
potential leakage between aquifers due to poor well
completion has not been documented as a problem.
It is discussed here as a potential pathway for leakage
that would have to be considered If ldentified_
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There is a requirement to properly plug and abandon
test holes as well as abandoned wells, and " is
currendy enforced by the WOGCC and the BLM.
However, requirements and levels of enforcement
have become more stringent over Ume as downhole
concerns were Identified.
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27. The table compares the produced water to drinking
water standards. Drinking water standards are normally higher than aquatic me standards .
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28. Please see chapter 3, "Errata" section, for a revised
table 8 showing these standards.
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29. This modeling effort was done as part of the lighthouse EA and Is included here only as additional
information. No numerical modeling was done as part
of the Gillette South analysis due to the proximity of
the Lighthouse area and the logical extension of that

analysis. However, as part of the ongoing CHI"
effort, a larger area, including a portion of the assessment area within this analysis, Is currently being
modeled. Also, please see response number one to
Kennecott Energy Company's comment letter.
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Comment RespoMes

The sentence Is not intended to imply that WDEa is
required to issue an NPDES permit, but rather they
are the responsible agency for evaluating the perm~
and either granting or denying the application.
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As discussed on page 32 of the draft EIS, a complete
list (with completion information, yield, etc_) of all
6,100 wells, Including the 323 private wells c0mpleted in the coal, is available at the BLM offices in
Casper and BufIaJo, and the information from an the
wells in the state is available from the WSEO. This list
is too lengthy to include in its entirety In the document.
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Once again there Is confusion here on the dates lor
the I~e of the project. The 2004 date came from the
modeling effort in the Lighthouse project. The maximum probable drawdown for this project Is projected
for the life of this project through 2017 .
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30. As discussed in the analysis, the projected \olaf
groundwater impactS through the me of the project
(2017) results in a lowering of the potentiometric
surface of the coal aqu~er less than five feet, at
distances greater than 8 miles west, east, and south
of the project area. Also, please see the response to
comment number one of Kennecott Energy
Company's letter.
The potential recharge Is unknown at this time. ft is
speculated that recharge is occurring from the outcrop areas and by a lim~ed extent from interaquifer
communication. However, quantification of these
sources has not been done.
31 .

Mon~oring similar to that described in comment response number 21 (permanent cross sections, photo
points, etc.) of this letter will be Implemented below
the discharge points.

As discussed In the "Surface Water" portion of the
draft EIS In chapter 4, the discharge (0.22 cfs) from
any given point will be less than or equaJ to the twoyear, 24-hourstorm. Ascanbeseenfromtable9, this
maximum discharge (O_22cfs) is less than 0.1%oIthe
average ten-year discharge per square mile and less
than 0.025% of the a-aoe l00-year discharge per
square mile. This Increase In discharge during storm
events will be Insignificant.
Discussions with the operators have occurred coocamlng the location and design of discharge poInts_
The operator that we have dealt with the most 10 datil
(American Oil and Gas) has been extremely c0nscientious about discharges and has made any m0difications that we have required 10 their discharge

points.
32. No critical habitat exists In the assessment __ "
any had existed, " would have been identified In the
AMP and appropriate slipula\ione would have been
attached at the time of leasing. "any Is identified In
the future, proper mitigation stipulations wfI be lIPplied 8t the time of "PO approval.

.-_._ _..,...

Comment Responses
Response to Letter 12, Powder River Basin
Resource Council
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Thank you for your interest in the coal bed methane EIS
process.
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1. Both of these altematives were discussed. BlM has
the authority to restrict timing of approval of federal
wells, and we are monHoring to determine ~ impacts
are as predicted. Since this would slow down Impacts
but not change them, the proposed action presents
an accurate analysiS of what will occur.
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As discussed in chapter 2 of the final EIS, Injection
under current law would be required to an aquifer of
lesser quality than is being produced. Recharge of
shallower aquifers is being accomplished in a defacto
manner. Water being discharged on the surface Is
percolating Into the shallow water tables which recharges these zones.
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in production reporting. "the comrnentor Is refaning
to the Durham Ranch activities, His too early to tell H
increased water production is or will continue to
occur.

~--
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5.

~-;;~~_a.,..,..~

Please sea the response to comment number two of
Robin Reints' latter. A groundwatar drawdown model
is baing tested on the southam pod of minas in the
basin. The model wasdevaloped to prediclthe extent
of the five-foot drawdown in the Wyodak coal as a
resu" of anticipated coal bed methane developoil8i~
and coal mining in the Powder Riwr Basin. Also,
please sea response to comment numbers one and
two, Kennecott Energy, on why additional modeling
was not dona. We did analyze impacts to groundwater using our monHoring information, the Ughthouse
model, and 15-yaar GAGMO data. This disaJS8ion
can be found on pages 71 through n of the draft EIS.

6. Wyoming state water law and regulations requinl
offending parties to mitigate wall owners ~ they are
impacted. Monitoring carried out by the coal mines,
CBM operators, and the BLM will provide information
to help sort out the question of who is responsible.

Soma Hnot all operators are offering the wall agreementtosurfaceownarsasdevatopmantoccurs. BLM
is not requiring operators to offer the agreamant at
this time as H is baing analyzed as part of the pr0posed action. Until a record of decision Is signed, wa
cannot require H. We are however, urging operators
to offer the water wall agreement to all affacIed
landowners as development occurs. Our ability to
require the use of the water wall agreamant once the
record of decision is signed will only pertain to federal
minerals. Our knowledge so far about how the
agraarnant is WOtking is Urnited since HIs a third party
agreamant that BLM is not privy to. So far, we have
not heard any complaints. We have had phone calls
from adjacent landowners requesting to be included
in a water wall agraarnant, and we have refenoedthem
to the appropriate CBM operators. " is currently
unknown how long the lowered water levels will
persist. This Is a function of the recharge to the
aquHars which has been but loosely defined and no!
at all quantified. "is certainly a reasonable request
that the water wall agreamant be interpreted for the
I~e of the Impact.

3. The periodic monHoring is described in chapter 2 of
the final EIS. Operators have to report monthly to the
WSEO .
The number of additional monitoring walls that will be

required is a function of the actual development. A list
of the existing and proposed monHoring wall locations
is presented in tables 1, 2, and 3 of the final EIS.
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Information wa have as of February 1997 shows
approximately 30 walls producing free ~ in the

assessment area. More than this may occur, but
there Is approximately a two and ona-IIaIf month lag

A cumulative drawdown map from all the monHoring
walls Is included in the draft EIS (figure 12). Individual
graphs of BlM monHor walls can be found in the
appendix of this final EIS. Individual wall data from
the coal mines is published in the GAGMO reports.
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The estimated production from 640 wells in 2000 is
8,960 acre-feet.
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There ware approximately 2,500 (2494.8) acre-feet
of water produced in 1996.
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The proposed monHoring plan in chapter 2 of this
document identifies baseline and continued monHorIng to be done by the operators on private walls.
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The increased pumping rates have been taken into
account In the South Gillette analysis. A description
of the projected drawdowns Is discussed on page 93
of the draft EIS in the "Cumulative Impacts" sac1ion.
Here it states that drawdowns could occur in the coal
aquifer over as much as 800 square miles. These
drawdowns include those thet are greater than or
equal to five feat. These impacts will occur from the
coal outcrop in the east for a distance of approximately 8 miles, north, south and west of the CBM
development.

.
,........_,........_.......... .....................
2
----..

_

" a private landowner is interested in having a dedicated monitoring wall set on his or her property, and
is willing to grant access, wa would C8ftainIy consider
this location In lieu of one of the proposed locations.

2. The document indicates an Increase In the rate at
which the drawdown occurred In the Marquiss project.
This was a function of the pumping rate and the rate
at which development occurred; HIs not an Increase
In the total impact which was predicted.
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7. Please sea the responses to comments 19 and 31 of
the Environmental Protection Agency's latter. The
impacts to the major racaiving streams (Belle Fourche
andCheyenna rivars) Is expected to be minimal. The

Comment Respon_
total discharge from all proposed 640 CBM wells is 28
cubic feet per second. 01 this, only a Irac1ion will
actually reach the main stem of these streams.
Through 1995 with approximately 10% of the CBM
wells on line, no discemablechange In discharge has
been measured in the Belle Fourche River at a
gauging station downstream from the existing CBM
developments.
Sediment in these streams Is primarily moved during
storm events. Peak flows by recurrence interval from
selected streams Is listed In table 9 of the draft EIS.
The measured peak discharge at the gauging station
on the Belle Fourche River Is listed In table 8 In the
"Errata" section in chapter 3 of this final EIS. As can
be seen from this data, the portion of the worst case
28 cis which reaches the main stem of these streams
Is relatively Insignificant with respect to peak flows.
With proper surface mitigation of well sites, access
roads, and ancillary facilities, the increase in erosion
and available sediment would be minimal.
8.

Please see the responses to comment number 13
and 16 of the Environmental Protection Agency's
comment letter. New compressor stations will be
located where favorable coal structures are found
that will produce methane.

9. The rationale for this policy which has been followed
since 1992 is contained in chapter 2 of the final EIS.
There have been some instances where roads were
used when wet. We do not know if this occurred on
fee or federal minerals. When we find problems on
federal minerals we require the operator to fix the
problem. The APD approval has language which
addresses this issue, but we cannot be at all places at
all times. We must rely on the operators to comply
with the terms and cond~ions of the APD.
10. Cuhural resources are handled as part of the normal
permitting process. Consuhation with the State Historic Preservation Office and appropriate mitigation
are part of this process. NEPA assumes normal
perm~ng processes are part of the Proposed Action
and need not be discussed.
11 . Please see response to comment six of this letter and
the response to comment 30 of the Environmental
Protection Agency's letter. Recharge has been occurring in coal mine spoil zones, but we cannot say
what will happen down-dip from the outcrop.

Operators are signing agreements to tum over CBM
wells to the landowners after methane production
ceases nthe landowner wants the well. ~ the wells
are not pumped, the wetlands habitat will eventually
dry up. On federal minerals, facilities no longer
needed for CBM production will be required to be
dismantled; disturbed areas will be reclaimed. We
cannot say what will happen on private minerals, but
from<an.,economic standpoint, similar actions will
~ occur.
~
49.
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EXISTING BlM MONITOR WEllS
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LIGHTHOUSE COAL BED METHANE - WATER MONITORING WELLS
T46N R71W NE114 SW114 SEC. 6
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MARQUISS PROJECT - WATER MONITORING WELL
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